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DIPOLE�DIPOLE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN DUST GRAINSIN PLASMASD. D. Tskhakaya *Institute of Physis, Georgian Aademy of Sienes380077, Tbilisi, GeorgiaP. K. Shukla **Institut für Theoretishe Physik IV,Fakultät für Physik und Astronomie, Ruhr-Universität BohumD-44780 Bohum, GermanySubmitted 5 May 2003Complete sreening of the negative dust grain harge by a loud of trapped ions in plasmas is investigated.In the plasma eletri �eld, the ompound dust partile � �dust grain + ion loud� � aquires a dipolemoment due to displaement of the enters of positive and negative harges in the opposite diretions withinthe ompound partile. By analogy to the Van der Waals attrative interation potential, the dipole�dipoleinterations of the ompound dust partile an have an attrative behavior. It is shown that for the eletri�eld strengths typially observed in experiments, the dipole�dipole attrative fore exeeds the shadowing forethat is onneted with the reiproal intereption of ions by the neighboring dust grains.PACS: 52.27.Lw, 34.70.+e, 52.27.-h, 61.25.Hq1. INTRODUCTIONA loud of dust partiles in plasmas, on�ned by thewalls (eletrodes), is haraterized by a self-organizingproperty that reveals itself by as apability of dustgrains to form ordered spatial strutures in the viinityof eletrodes [1�12℄. The dust grains in a loud usuallyhave the eletri harge of the same sign (negative); a-ording to the general onsideration, at large intergraindistanes, suh a apability of self-organization impliesthe existene of an attrative fore between the dustgrains that have the same polarity. In the past, di�er-ent mehanisms have been proposed for the dust grainattration in dusty plasmas. These are:(i) The attration of dust grains in the wake po-tential [13�16℄: the ions are foused in the negativepotential region of the wake �eld behind a moving dust* Also at the Institute of Theoretial Physis, University ofInnsbruk, A-6020 Innsbruk, Austria.**E-mail: ps�tp4.ruhr-uni-bohum.de, Also at the Depart-ment of Plasma Physis, UmeåUniversity, SE-90187 Umeå, Swe-den.

grain and provide a possibility for attrating the follow-ing negatively harged grain in a linear hain [17, 18℄;(ii) The shadowing fore [19, 20℄: the reiproalshadowing of a pair of dust grains in a nonstreamingplasma and, as a result, reiproal intereption of ionsmoving from the outside of the system of the grain pair,leading to a net momentum transfer that pushes thegrains to meet eah other. This, in e�et, representsan attrative fore between two dust grains.(iii) Plaed into an external eletri �eld (for in-stane, in the �eld of another harged dust partile),the dust grain, onsidered as a ondutor, is polarized.The exess of harges with de�nite sign on one sideleads to an anisotropy of the plasma partile �ows tothe dust partile surfae. Even at the equality of theion and eletron urrents to the dust partile surfae,the momentum transferred to the dust partile by theions inident on the surfae onsiderably exeeds themomentum brought by eletrons. Therefore, an addi-tional fore exerted by the plasma �ow ats on a dustpartile in the eletri �eld. This additional fore hasthe same diretion as the eletri �eld and an exeed63



D. D. Tskhakaya, P. K. Shukla ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 1, 2004the eletrostati fore ating on the dust partile in theeletri �eld [21℄. The fore is proportional to the ele-tri �eld strength. If the given grain is plaed into theeletri �eld of another grain and the distane betweenthe grains is muh larger than the Debye radius (whihis the most interesting ase for investigating the grain�grain interations), then the eletri �eld and the forebeome very small beause of the Debye shielding.Furthermore, at the volume distribution of dustpartiles, the neighboring dust grains surrounding thegiven grain from every side an interept the ions �ow-ing towards the grain, and the attrative fores de-sribed in items (ii) and (iii) must be substantially re-dued.It looks more onsistent to relate the reation of theattrative fore to the sreening of the dust harge bya loud of trapped ions [22℄. Below, we assume thatthe dust eletri harge is ompletely sreened by anion loud. Suh a possibility is investigated and pre-dited in Refs. [23, 24℄. Considering large distanesbetween the grains instead of bare dust grains, we anoperate with the grains �dressed� in the jaket of anion loud. The system �grain + ion loud� is said tobe a ompound (dust) partile in what follows. In anexternal eletri �eld, the enters of the negative andpositive harges within the ompound partile are dis-plaed from eah other and the ompound partile a-quires a dipole moment. The dipole�dipole interationsof the ompound dust partile an have an attrativenature by analogy with the Van der Waals interationin solid state physis.The present paper is devoted to a quantitative anal-ysis of the attrative fore ating between the om-pound dust partiles. It is shown below that theattrative fore onneted with dipole�dipole intera-tions of ompound partiles an exeed the shadow-ing fore [19, 20℄. Hene, a speial feature of the in-teration potential of dust partiles in plasmas mustbe the existene of some equilibrium distane betweendust grains at whih the fores of attration and re-pulsion balane eah other. This paper is organized asfollows. In Se. 2, we disuss the theory of ion trap-ping in the potential well and alulate the indueddipole moment in a self-onsistent eletri �eld in plas-mas. An expression for the attrative fore assoiatedwith dipole�dipole interations is obtained. For typiallaboratory onditions, the newly found dipole�dipoleattrative fore dominates over the shadowing fore.Setion 3 ontains a summary and approximations re-quired for developing the present theory.

2. THEORYWe assume plasma to be ollisionless, whih meansthat the ion mean free path is muh larger than theplasma Debye length, �mfp � �D : In Ref. [25℄, the ap-ture of partiles by a nonstationary potential well in aollisionless plasma was proposed. A brief desriptionof this nonstationary apture is given in Ref. [26℄. Thenonstationarity of the potential well means that theheight of the walls forming the well inreases in timeand is saturated at some stationary value. Therefore,initially free partiles, passing a distane of the orderof magnitude of the well's extent, an ollide with thegrowing wall. After re�etion, a partile an meet theanalogous obstale at the movement in the oppositediretion. At the time of establishment of a station-ary well, a de�nite number of partiles is aptured bythe well. The distribution funtion of trapped partilesan be found from the ontinuity ondition for the dis-tribution funtion at the limiting level of the trappedpartile energy. At this level, the distribution funtionof trapped partiles must be equal to the distributionfuntion of free partiles. In our ase, apturing of ionsby the potential well ours during the proess of dustgrain harging. The adiabatiity ondition [25, 26℄,(i.e., the ondition that the reation of the well goesslowly), whih is neessary for the analyti desriptionof nonstationary partile trapping, is ful�lled: if theDebye radius �D exeeds the dust grain size a; thenthe harateristi time � � �D=a!pi of the dust grainharging (whih is the same as the harateristi timeof reation of the potential well) is muh larger than thetime �i neessary for an ion to pass the width of thewell (here, !pi is the ion plasma frequeny). As shownbelow, the width of the well is of the order of �D. Thetime �i an be estimated as follows: the potential of thegrain is usually given by j'0j � Te=e; where Te is theeletron temperature and e > 0 is the ion harge. Forthe average veloity of ions in the well, we then havevi �re j'0jm �rTem(where m is the ion mass), whene� � �Dvi � 1!pi :Therefore, the ondition of the adiabatiity of ion ap-turing, � � �i; is ful�lled at �D � a.Aording to Refs. [25℄ and [26℄, at the adiabatireation of the well, the distribution funtion of trappedpartiles (ions) is onstant and equals the value of the64
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L2k=mL2p=mL20=m
r3dU(r)=dr
0 rk rrmin0rminFig. 1. A qualitative plot of the auxiliary funtionr3dU=dr vs. rdistribution funtion of free partiles (ions) at the lim-iting energy level of the trapped partiles. The physi-al reason of this result is as follows: in a ollisionlessplasma, the trapped partiles do not leave the well andthe probability of �nding them in the well is one.To analyze the dust loud formation, we onsiderthe motion of ions in the �eld of a negatively hargeddust grain. Dust grains are assumed to be absolutelyabsorbed and are onsidered spherial with the radiusa muh smaller than the Debye radius, a � �D [27�30℄. At the spherial symmetry of the grain �eld, thedependene of the ion e�etive potential energy on thedistane r to the enter of fore, r = 0, isUeff (r;L) = L22mr2 + U(r); (1)where U(r) = e'(r) = �e j'(r)jis the ion potential energy and '(r) is the eletri po-tential. The angular momentum L is an integral ofmotion. From the equalityL2m = r3 dU(r)dr ; (2)we an �nd the extremum values of Ueff (r;L). Thequalitative dependene of r3dU=dr on r is depited inFig. 1. It is due to the spei� dependene of the po-tential energy U(r) on r (see pp. 255�266 in Ref. [31℄).At short distanes (for r smaller than the Debye radius�D), the potential energy U(r) dereases as 1=r, i.e.,slower than 1=r2. For r & �D ; U(r) dereases exponen-tially due to the Debye sreening, i.e., faster than 1=r2:The behavior of U(r) at large distanes (r � �D) sig-ni�antly depends on the onditions at the dust grainsurfae. If the dust grain surfae absorbs eletronsand ions, the potential energy U(r) deays as 1=r2 atr ! 1 (see [32; 33℄, and pp. 140�141 in Ref. [31℄). InFig. 1, the intersetion points of the urve with the

dashed horizontal lines indiate the extremum pointsof Ueff (r;L). The harateristi values L0, Lp, and Lkare determined as follows.1) Far from the grain, r � �D , the potential energyU(r) an be written as [31, 32℄U(r) = U1 �ar �2 ; (3)where U1 is a onstant. We then haveL20 = m�r3 dUdr �r!1 = 2ma2 jU1j : (4)At L � L0, the e�etive potential energy Ueff has onlyone extremum point, whih orresponds to a minimum.2) The harateristi angular momentum Lp is de-termined from the ondition that the maximum valueof the e�etive potential energy is equal to the valueof the e�etive potential energy on the grain surfae,r = a [33, 34℄. Lp and the orresponding point rmax ofthe maximum of the e�etive potential energy an befound from the system of equationsUeff (a;Lp) = Ueff (rmax(Lp);Lp); (5)L2pm = �r3 dU(r)dr �r=rmax(Lp) : (6)Equation (5) yieldsL2p � 2ma2 jU(a)j 1� jU(rmax)j=jU(a)j1� a2=r2max �� 2ma2 jU(a)j : (7)Usually, rmax > �D: As the angular momentumL inreases, the minimum point of Ueff (r;L) movesaway from the enter and the distane between the ex-tremum points dereases. We stress that only thosetrapped ions that have the angular momentum L < Lpan reah the grain surfae and an be absorbed. AtL > Lp, the edge of the well is far from the grain sur-fae.3) The maximum value of r3dU=dr is reahed at aertain point rk (> �D) where� ��r �r3 �U(r)�r ��rk = 0; (8)and rk is always between the maximum and minimumpoints. The harateristi angular momentum Lk isde�ned as L2k = m�r3 dUdr �r=rk : (9)5 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 65
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Fig. 2. A qualitative plot of Ueff (r;L) vs. r for diffe-rent values of the angular momentum: 1 � L � L0,2 � L = La, 3 � L = Lp, 4 � Lp < L < Lk,5 � L = LkAt L = Lk, the extremum points oinide and the fun-tion Ueff (r;L) has an in�etion at this point. If L > Lk,the funtion Ueff (r;L) dereases monotonially with in-reasing r.4) At L > L0, Eq. (2) has two roots. For a moredetailed desription of ion motion, we must also deter-mine the angular momentum La at whih the small root(orresponding to the minimum of Ueff (r;L)) oinideswith the radius a of the grain,L2am = �r3 dU(r)dr �r=a : (10)Hene, if the angular momentum is in the rangeL0 < L < Lk; (11)then Ueff (r;L) has both maximum and minimumpoints. The qualitative dependene of Ueff (r;L) on rfor various values of the angular momentum is shownin Fig. 2. We an now determine the surfae that sepa-rates the regions of in�nite and �nite motion of ions inthe veloity spae (vr; v�); where vr and v� are the ve-loity omponents along and aross the radial diretion.The standard de�nition of the angular momentum isL = mv�r: (12)The ions with the angular momentum L � L0 (or withthe veloity omponent v� � (a=r)p2 jU1j =m) andwith a negative total energyE(vr ; v�; r) � 0; (13)

E(vr; v�; r) = mv2r2 + Ueff (r;L) (14)an be trapped in the potential well. The ions with theangular momentum in the range L0 < L < Lk an betrapped if their total energy satis�es the onditionE(vr ; v�; r) � Ueff (rmax;L): (15)The ions with the angular momentum larger than Lk(L > Lk) are not trapped. The dependene of jU1jon the grain surfae potential jU(a)j for equal eletronand ion temperatures (Te � Ti) is depited on p. 317in Ref. [31℄, and shows that one always hasjU1jjU(a)j < 13 :With inreasing jU(a)j, this ratio dereases. A morepreise relation between jU1j and jU(a)j an be es-tablished from the quasineutrality ondition, in thease where the ion and eletron densities are roughlyequal. This ours far from the grain (r � �D). Underthis ondition, a alulation quite similar to that givenin Ref. [34℄ shows that for a nonisothermal plasma,Te � T; the inequalityjU1j < 12 jU(a)j (16)is satis�ed for the absorbing grains ifjU(a)jTe > 12 :The latter relation is usually ful�lled with a greatreserve both in laboratory and spae plasmas [28℄.From (13) and (16), it follows that the zero point r0of the e�etive potential energy Ueff (r;L) at L � L0 isalways lose to the enter (r = 0) in omparison withthe grain surfae, r0 < a. Indeed, we �nd from Eq. (1)that Ueff (r;L0) at r = a is negative (see urve 1 inFig. 2),Ueff (a;L0) � jU1j � jU(a)j < 0; L � L0: (17)Consequently, when L is smaller than a ertain riti-al value L0; the dust grain surfae is within the welland the ions falling into the potential well are thereforeimmediately lost due to absorption onto the dust grainsurfae. Hene, the formation of trapped ion loudsthat an shield the grain eletri �eld is possible onlyfor L > La:Aording to the general theory [25, 26℄, for the sta-tionary well, the distribution funtion of the trappedpartiles fitr is onstant and the value of fitr is de-�ned by the value of the distribution funtion of un-trapped partiles at the limiting energy � in our ase,66



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 1, 2004 Dipole�dipole interations between dust grains : : :by the energy level Ueff (rmax;L). Considering the dis-tribution funtion of untrapped ions as a Maxwell�Boltzmann one, we obtainfitr = n0 (m=2�Ti)3=2 �� exp (�Ueff (rmax(L);L)=Ti) : (18)We emphasize that rmax here depends on the angularmomentum L (see Eq. (2)). Beause we are interestedin distanes not very large ompared to �D, r . rmax(see also Eq. (21)) we an hoose the Debye�Hükelform U(r) = �jU(a)jar exp��r � a�D � (19)for the potential energy of ion interations with thedust grain. It should be stressed that the Debye�Hükellaw holds even in the nonlinear regime [23℄. It is some-what modi�ed by the ion �ow [16℄. The latter also pro-dues a wake �eld, whih is not the fous of this paper.The dependene of U(r) on r de�nitely orresponds tothe dependenes that are neessary for the lassi�ationof ion motion aording to the angular momentum (seeSe. 1). We note that dependene (3) is valid only forvery large distanes r, r � �D : From (2), (6), and (19),we �nd the ritial value of the angular momentum Laand the orresponding maximum point rmax of the ef-fetive potential energyL2a = ma2jU(a)j�1 + a�D� ; (20)asrmax(La) = �D �ln��Da �++ ln �rmax(La)�D �1 + rmax(La)�D ��� �� �D ln��Da �1 + ln��Da �� ln��Da �� : (21)Comparing (4) and (20) by means of (16), we �nd thatLa > L0, and onsequently the e�etive potential en-ergy has both a minimum and a maximum for L � La.At L = La, the minimum point of the e�etive poten-tial energy oinides with the dust grain radius. ForL < La, the distane of the minimum point of Ueff (r;L)from the enter (r = 0) is smaller than the grain radiusand all trapped ions are absorbed by the dust grain sur-fae. From (2) and (4), it follows that at L = L0, thepoint of the minimum of the e�etive potential energyis given by [9℄ rmin0 � 2a jU1jjU(a)j : (22)

For jU1j < (1=2) jU(a)j, we have rmin0 < a (see Fig. 2).This result is physially expeted, beause the ions withsmall angular momenta impat the dust grain surfaeand are absorbed. We an therefore restrit ourselvesby onsidering the ion angular momenta L � La anddistanes r � rmax(La); de�ned by (21). Obviously,the Debye�Hükel potential (19) is appliable for suhdistanes, and we use it for estimations in what follows.For instane, using the Debye�Hükel shielded poten-tial for the ritial distane rk de�ned by (8), we obtainrk � 1:61�D:Di�erent kinds of potential wells that give a ontri-bution to ion trapping an be gathered in two groups.For the angular momentum in the rangeLa � L < Lp; (23)or ma2 jU(a)j�1 + a�D� � L2 < 2ma2 jU(a)j ; (24)the distribution funtion is de�ned by (18) (with theorresponding rmax(L)) and only the ions with the en-ergy E � Ueff (a;L) (25)an take part in forming the loud shielding the grain�eld. The ions with larger energy E � Ueff (a;L) dis-appear due to absorption on the dust surfae. Condi-tions (25), (12), and (14) allow us to de�ne the limitingvalue for the veloity omponent along the radial dire-tion,v2r � � L2m2 � 1a2 � 1r2�� 2m (jU(a)j � jU(r)j)��� [�(r � a)��(r � �r(L)℄ ; (26)where �(x) is the step funtion, (�(x) = 1 if x > 0and �(x) = 0 if x < 0). The turning point �r(L) is thesolution of the equationL2m2 � 1a2 � 1�r2�� 2m (jU(a)j � jU(�r)j) = 0: (27)It turns out that for a given L, the distane r anhange in the range a � r � �r(L) (28)de�ned by the energy level Ueff (a). Aording to thegeneral de�nition, the number density of trapped ionsin the angular momentum range (23) isn1(r) = 2� Z v�dv�dvrfitr; (29)67 5*



D. D. Tskhakaya, P. K. Shukla ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 1, 2004where fitr is de�ned by (18) and the limits of in-tegration over v� and vr must be hosen aordingto (12), (23), and (26). Introduing the variables = L2=2ma2 jU(a)j ;we �ndn1(r) = 2p�n0 a2r2 � jU(a)jTi �3=2 �� 1Z12�1+ a�D � ds exp � jU(a)jTi a2r2max(s)s+ jU(rmax(s)jTi ��� �s�1� a2�2D���1� jU(r)jjU(a)j��1=2 �� [�(r � a)��(r � r(s)℄ ; (30)where rmax(s) and �r(s) are to be found from (2), (19),and (27). In what follows, we assume the grain size tobe so small that the inequalityjU(a)jTi a2�2D � 1 (31)is ful�lled. In aordane with (2) and (19), the expo-nential funtion in the integrand of (30) an then bereplaed by 1 and we obtain after integration thatn1(r) = 43p�n0 a2r2r1� a2r2 � jU(a)jTi �3=2 ��(1� �1� ar exp��r � a�D ���1� a2r2 ��1)�� [�(r � a)��(r � r(1)℄ ; (32)where r(1) = �D ln ��Da ln��Da ln �Da �� : (33)Similar alulations an be performed for ions withthe angular momentum in the rangeLp � L < Lk; (34)or 2ma2jU(a)j � L2 � 0:419 � 2ma�DjU(a)j: (35)In this range, the surfae of the grain is outside thewell. The energy border of the well is de�ned by

Ueff (rmax;L) and for the limiting value of the velo-ity omponent along the radial diretion, we havev2r � � 2m (jU(r)j � jU(rmax(L))j)�� L2m2 � 1r2 � 1r2max(L)���� [�(r � r̂(L))��(r � rmax(L))℄ ; (36)where r̂(L)(6= rmax(L)) is the solution of the equation2m (jU(r̂)j � jU(rmax(L))j)�� L2m2 � 1̂r2 � 1r2max(L)� = 0; (37)and rmax(L), whih is again the maximum point, alsosatis�es this equation. The proedure, quite analogousto that used above, gives the following expression forthe number density n2(r) of the trapped ions with theangular momentum in the range (34):n2(r) = 2p�n0 a2r2 � jU(a)jTi �3=2 �� 0:419�DaZ1 ds exp�� a2r2max(s) jU(a)jTi s ++ jU(rmax(s))jTi �� (jU(r)j � jU(rmax(s))j) = jU(a)j �� s�a2r2 � a2r2max(s)��1=2 �� [�(r � r̂(s))��(r � rmax(s))℄ : (38)Here, rmax(s) is again de�ned by (2), (19) and r̂(s) isthe root of the expression under the radial (f. (19)and (37)). From (30) and (38) (and also from the de-pendene of the wells on the angular momentum, de-sribed in Ses. 2 and 3), it follows that a loud of thetrapped ions is loalized in a spherial layer restritedby the spheres with the radii a and r(1) (the latteris de�ned by (33)). Integrating the sum of n1(r) andn2(r) over the spae, we �nd the total number N ofthe trapped ions, whih we assume to be equal to theharge number Z of the grain,N � 43r23 �4�3 n0�3D�� a�D jU(a)jTi �3=2 = Z: (39)In estimating (39), we have used the ondition of thesmallness of the dust grain, a� �D . The possibility ofsuh a ompensation of harges was reently predited68



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 1, 2004 Dipole�dipole interations between dust grains : : :in [23, 24℄. In our model, therefore, the eletri hargeof a dust grain is sreened by the trapped ion loudand the interation of the ompound partiles (�dustgrain + ion loud�) at large distanes annot be real-ized as an interation of harges. In the external (orthe indued) eletri �eld, the enters of positive andnegative harges within suh a ompound partile anbe shifted, and the partiles aquire a dipole momentthat an lead to dipole�dipole interations of the om-pound partiles. Below, we �nd the eletri �eld thatis neessary for shifting the enters of harges over adistane r, with a� r � �D; (40)and determine the orresponding indued dipole mo-ment. At shifting distanes r � �D (muh less thanthe size of the trapped ion loud, f. (33)), we anassume that the form of the dust loud remains un-hanged under shifting. From (32) and (38), the totalion number density at r � �D is given byn(r) = n1(r) + n2(r) = 43p�n0 � jU(a)jTi �3=2 �� arr ra � 1� ra + 1��1�(r � a): (41)For the eletri �eld strength, whih is de�ned asE = rr3 4� rZa dr0r02en(r0); (42)we then obtainE = 83p� �4�3 n0��ar jU(a)jTi �3=2 er: (43)Equation (43) represents the eletri �eld within theloud of trapped ions generated by these ions. Plainga harged grain at the distane r from the enter, inorder to keep it in equilibrium, one needs to apply anexternal eletri �eld whose value an be found fromEq. (43). The diretion of the external �eld must beopposite to the displaement of the enters of the pos-itive and negative harges [35, 36, 37℄.Inequalities (40) and relation (39) give the followingrestrition on the eletri �eld:6� e2Z2�4D � E2 � 6� e2Z2�4D �Da : (44)Aording to (39) and (43), the indued dipole momentand the polarizability of the ompound partile (�dustgrain + ion loud�) are given byP = Zer = �(E)E; (45)

where �(E) = 6� � Ze�2DE�3 �3D : (46)Due to the spei� dependene of the eletri �eldwithin the ompound partile at a distane r from theentre, Eq. (43), the polarizability reveals a nonlinearbehavior. At large distanes, the interation energybetween the ompound partile in the external eletri�eld an be interpreted as the dipole�dipole interationV = 1R3 [P1 �P2 � 3 (n �P1) � (n �P2)℄ ; (47)where R(� �D) is the distane between the dust parti-les, n = R=R; and P1 and P2 are the dipole momentsof the dust partiles. Depending on the orientation ofthe dipole moments, the potential energy an aquirean attrative harater. For idential dust partiles,the attrative fore beomes maximum when the dipolemoments are parallel to eah other and to n. Aord-ing to Eqs. (47) and (46), this attrative fore is givenby F = 1�2 �p6 Ze�DE�6 E2R4 RR : (48)In Refs. [19, 20℄, the e�etive attrative fore betweentwo isolated dust grains due to their reiproal shad-owing in the plasma has been investigated. Aordingto Ref. [29℄, the value of the shadowing fore isFsh = 38 a2�2D �ZeR �2 : (49)Comparison of Eqs. (48) and (49) reveals that the shad-owing fore is smaller than the fore due to dipole�dipole interations for eletri �eld strengths that aretypial in laboratory experiments [38�40℄. Indeed, re-lation jFj � Fsh is idential to the inequalityE4 � 10E40 ; (50)where E0 = �7:6�D�a �DR �1=2 Ze�2D : (51)For E = E0, onditions (44) and (50) an be satis�edif �2D=aR � 1 (�D=R � 1): Taking a � 10�4 m,Z � 104, �D � 1:4 � 10�2 m, and R � 10�1 m,we have E = E0 � 50 V/m. Aording to Eq. (46),the potential energy and the interating fore dereaseas the eletri �eld strength inreases. Apparently,the dipole�dipole interation potential energy, as dis-ussed here, may be responsible for the formation ofmany-layer strutures that have been observed in labo-ratory experiments [8�11℄ where the behavior of a dustpartile loud in the plasma disharge has been inves-tigated.69
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